In statistical estimation problems measures between probability distributions play significant roles. Hellinger coefficient, Jeffreys distance, Chernoff coeflicient, directed divergence, and its symmetrization J-divergence are examples of such measures. Here these and like measures are characterized through a composition law and the sum form they possess. The functional equations are instrumental in their deduction.
INTRODUCTION
Let r: = {P= (pr , p2, . . . . ~~)10<~~<1,C;=r~~=l) denote the set of all discrete n-ary complete positive probability distributions. Let Z,, = 10, 1 [, R + = 10, cc [, R be the set of real numbers and C be the set of complex numbers. The following are some known measures between two probability distributions P and Q in rz: These measures have many applications in statistics, pattern recognition, and numerical taxonomy. In information theory, for P and Q in rf, the directed divergence [ 151 was defined as (1.4) and was characterized in [12, 181 . It serves as a separability measure and is frequently used in statistics [ 151 and pattern recognition [22, 241. However, the directed divergence is not symmetric. In [ 151, symmetric divergence was introduced as J,(P, Q, = ZAP II Q, + Z,(Q II P) (1.5) to restore the symmetry. It has the explicit form Jn(p, Q) = i (Pk -qk) h,;, k=l (1.6) and is also called the J-divergence in honor of Jeffreys [lo] who first used this measure in some estimation problems. It is non-negative and attains minimum when P = Q. Moreover, it satisfies the composition law .Z,,( P * R, Q * S) + J,,(P * S, Q * R) = 2J,(P, Q, + 2J,(R, S) (1.7) for all P, Q E r: and R, SE rz where P* R=(p,r,,p,r2 , . . . . pI rm, p2rl, . . . . p2rm, . . . . Pnrm).
Evidently J, has the sum form [ 12, 16, IS] . It was characterized in [14] through recursivity, symmetry, differentiability, and some normalization conditions. Applications of J, to statistics may be found in [ 10, 11, 15, 19, 211 , to pattern recognition in [22, 24] , and to questionnaire analysis in [8] . The directed divergence of degree CI defined as Z,,.(PIlQ)=(2"~'-1))' k=l (1.8) where m E R -{ 1 }, was characterized in [ 171. Like directed divergence, this measure is not symmetric either. In [21] , thus the symmetric divergence (J-divergence) of degree GI was defined as Jn, .(C Q) = In, .(P II Q, + 1,. .(Q II f') which indeed by (1.8) equals
It is a one parameter generalization of (1.6) since (1.9) tends to (1.6) as c1-+ 1. Some of its properties can be found in [21] . In addition to having the sum form it also satisfies the following composition law J,,,, .V' * R Q * S) + Jnm, w(P * X Q * RI =2Jn,. Let pn: rp x f I) + R(n 3 2) be symmetric, that is, ,u,,(P, Q) = ,u,,(Q, P). for all P, Q E rz (symmetry off means f(p, q) =f(q, p)).
The function f in (1.12) is called a generating function of the sequence (pL, >. For details regarding the existence off, interested readers should refer to [16] .
The sum form and symmetric compositivity lead to the study of the functional equation
where P, QE~:, R, QE~$, and IER. The aim of this paper is to find all the symmetrically cornpositive sequences pL,: rz x rg -+ R having the sum form with a measurable symmetric generating function f: Zi + R. The measures we obtain include such measures as Hellinger coefficient
, and more. The concept of measuring similarity between two distributions is dual to that of distance and the measures obtained here cover both. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the Lebesgue measurable solution of the functional equation (1.13). In Section 3, we display all the regular symmetric measures which have the sum form and the compositivity. Section 4 contains discussion about a new measure there contained and its relationship to Hellinger coefficient and Jeffreys distance.
SOLUTIONS OF THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION (1.13)
We make use of the following two auxiliary results to obtain the solutions of the functional equations (1.13). 
where L, , L, are logarithmic on R +
Proof
It is easy to verify thatfgiven by (2.2) satisfies (2.1). Obviously, f= 0 is a solution of (2.1) and is of the form (2.2). We now suppose f# 0. First, we will show that f satisfying (2.1) for all p, q, r, s E Z, can be extended (uniquely) from Zz to R:. Setting r =s = 1 in (2.1), we get f (APP, lq) = Af (P, 4) + 4P + 4) en), (2.3) where f(A) := (2J.-'f(A, A) is logarithmic (replace 1 by ,?,,I, in (2.3) and use (2.3) three times). Now, we extend f tof, as follows. For any p, q E R + , choose positive I sufficiently small such that 1, Ap, IqeZ,. Define (2.4) From f (&p, A,uq) = f (Lpp, A.pq) = f (p.Ap, p.lq), using (2.3), it follows that the right side of (2.4) is independent of II and thusf is well defined. (by using (2.1) and I logarithmic)
Thus f satisfies (2.1) on R +. From here on, let us simply assume that f satisfies (2.1) for p, q, r, SER,. Set p=q, r=s in (2.1) to get f (pry pr) = rf (p, P) +pf (r, r).
From this it follows that
is logarithmic on R, . Setting q = s = 1 in (2.1), we get Putting (2.5) (2.6) and (2.7) into (2.8), we have (2.8 1
we get from this definition and g( 1) = 0 that We assume from here on that f has this extended meaning. We then fix s = q = 1 in (2.9) and define g(p) =f@, 1) to get
f(P, 4) =JdP) g(q) -dP?). (2.12)
The assumption /#O implies that g is not multiplicative, and f( I, l)= 2. Setting s= 1 in (2.9) and using (2.12), we obtain
We fix q in (2.13) to get First, (2.17) in (1.13) with I =0 gives c,"= I F(r,, sJ) =0 and then the measurability of f implies (refer to [3] ) F(r, s) = a,r +a,s+a,, where a,, a2, a, are functions of P and Q with a, + a, +ma, = 0. Using the symmetry off and noting the fact that (1.13) holds for all m (enough for two values of m) we get a, = a2=a3 =O, that is, the right hand side of (2.17) is zero. Keeping r and s constant, defining G( P, 4) =f (pry 4s) +f (ps, qr) -(r + s)f (p, 4) -(P + q)f (r, ~1, and applying once again the above procedure to G in place of F, we get (2.1). Since f is measurable in each variable, so are L, and L, derived in Lemma 1, giving L,(p) = a log,p and L,(p) = b log,p, where a and b are real constants (see [ 11) . Thus from (2.2) follows (2.16). The converse part is easy to verify. This proves the theorem. Now we consider the case A #O and prove the following theorem. [ 11, and from (2.10) we obtain (2.19). In the case where M,, M, are complex, we get M,(p) =pB+" =pp ei""'aP and M,(q) = q8 e-ier'0&4 [13] , resulting in (2.20) . The converse is easy to verify. This completes the proof of the theorem.
CHARACTERIZATION OF MEASURES
In this section we display all regular symmetric measures having the sum form and the symmetric compositivity. where a, b, cx, and p are arbitrary real constants.
Prooj
Since ~1, satisfies the sum form and (1.1 l), we obtain the functional equation (1.13) for all pairs of positive integers m, n. Thus, using Theorem 1 (when A= 0) we obtain (3.1); using Theorem 2 (when A # 0) we obtain (3.2), (3.3), or (3.4) . This completes the proof of the theorem.
If the sequence {pL, } is measuring "distance" between P and Q, it is pleasant to assume that P"(P, PI = 0 Since p,(P, P) = 0, (3.1) yields a = -b and thus for 1= 0 we get (3.5). Now using p,(P, P)=O in (3.2) we obtain b= 1 -a and hence (3.6). Again p,(P, P) = 0 in (3.3) yields p = i. Thus, one obtains (3.7). Since (3.4) does not satisfy the condition pn(P, P) = 0, ,LL,, corresponding to (3.4) does not mature. This completes the proof of the corollary. (Fig. 1) .
Notice that if a = 0, D, .(P, Q) reduces to Dn.o(P, QJ=f i (,/'&&)2, k=l which is a multiple of the formerly known Jeffreys distance. Measuring similarity between P and Q can be conceived as a dual to that of measuring distance. If a distance measure p, between probability distribution is bounded from above by a constant b then b -p(n is naturally a similarity measure. Applying this principle to D, tl, the similarity measure This measure also satisfies most of the properties of a similarity measure listed in [23] . If CI = 0, then S,,,(P, Q)=; Cl +H,(P, Q)l> where H,(P, Q) is the Hellinger (or Bhattacharyya) coefficient (refer to C4391).
